
Worship Committee, April 24, 2020 

Present: John Sampson, Linda Bogardus, Anne Hurd, Annie Scavo, Bernie Webb, Susie Allen, Lorraine Duvall 

Because John would like us to understand the work that goes on behind the scenes, today’s focus will be online 

worship. Where we are today is a world away from our earlier meetings, when what to call the first piece of 

music seemed so important.  

Zoom was chosen over Facebook Live because Zoom allows more functionality and interactivity. Facebook has 

chat rooms, but it records only what is in front of the camera. YouTube also only records, and it does not have 

chat rooms.  

The interactivity that Zoom allows is important because we are doing things together—praying, singing, 

reading. We can see everyone, wave, even talk. Thus, Zoom lets us replicate as closely as possible our in-person 

service. John was skeptical at first but within five minutes was convinced. He saw people in attendance whom 

he had not seen since the summer. He realized how much part-timers care about our church, and he feels that 

even after the pandemic is over, we should continue also offering our service online. Since Zoom is trickier than 

other platforms, we may change to a simpler one when the service is in person in the church.  

John is thankful for Martha Gallagher! She immediately stepped up to help us get online. Her successful 

musical career had made her familiar with the various platforms, and she felt that Zoom was best for our needs 

now. For the first service, Martha and Dennis turned the sanctuary into a production studio. The Worship 

leaders were in the church as well . The later lockdown required that the production studio and everyone 

involved be remote.  

Each week John creates the bulletin, then sends it to Rob, Lynn, Liz, and Martha. Liz turns it into a script. John 

pulls the images into a format like PowerPoint, Liz scans the hymns, and all of this is sent to Martha to create 

the screen shots. Lynn records the hymns and invites others to record their voices, which he then incorporates 

into a virtual choir. Lynn works with Rob on the music. John writes his sermon. Martha puts all the pieces in 

place and on Sunday launches the service. During the service, she is working, pulling the images up and 

monitoring the people, muting them if necessary. She has spent hours and hours during the week to make this 

happen. John and Martha realize that an assistant is needed in case Martha gets ill, is unavailable, or just needs 

help with the workload. What started out as volunteering has turned into a big commitment for her. John will 

discuss this with the council.  

Concern was expressed about donations to the church. There now is a donate button on the website. John 

mentions this during the service but does not want people to donate at that time, as that would take them out of 

the worship moment. Martha displays a link to the website at the end of the service. 

To help people feel more connected to the service, John has been choosing hymns that are simpler in structure 

and more familiar. There is no hymnal to deal with, and he wonders if we might find a way to continue that 

when we are back in the church. 

Another change is the elimination of announcements. Even when we are back in the church, John would like not 

to reintroduce them.  

Coming back to the church will be different. We can have more flexibility and possibly new things. It is hard 

now to plan because of the unknowns, including what the technology will be, how quickly we will get back, 

what new things we will want to keep, and what we will want to keep or change about the old things. 

 

Next meeting: May 22, 10–12 a.m., via Zoom     submitted by Linda Bogardus 


